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Tutoring benefits both parties
Students help peers and
themselves through
tutoring services
BY ALEX CARLSON

Staff Reporter

Tutoring at Truman is a twosided coin. While students are
gaining new knowledge in taking
on challenges with classes, the
tutors themselves are learning
new things as well.
The tutors hold an important
role in the learning process of the
tutoring program — not just as a
teacher, but as a student as well.
It’s expected that these student
workers understand the material
they teach, but a good tutor must
also implement communication
skills and offer study suggestions
every time they perform
their job.
The Truman Student Success
Center provides its own tutoring
service for students to use. They
aim “to help students be more
successful with their coursework
at Truman while becoming independent learners,” according to
the Student Success Center page
on the Truman website.
Todd Phillips, director of the
Student Success Center, finds the
Center’s tutoring services to be a
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great example of that philosophy.
“I think there’s a lot of ways to Peer tutor freshman Shu Yang (left) tutors a group of students studying Chinese.
enhance education,” Phillips said.
“But I think that a tutor’s just a
“There’s a lot of things that we go grams and doing problems is a really
really good way because they’ve through and talk about,” Phillips said. good idea.”
already
proven
Tutors, like students, are different
“How to redirect
success in those
conversations back and use methods they feel most comtopics. They have
to the topic at hand, fortable with.
“We want to teach
certainly
proven
“I let them attempt [the problems],
we do a lot with
that they know and
open-ended ques- and break it down into stages,” Adio
transferable skills.
understand what’s
tions and good So- said. “I ask questions to them to make
We want to help
going on, and so
cratic method ques- them try to understand what’s gothem understand
many times when
tioning techniques ing [on]. I use questions to lead them
you have a situation the process involved that will allow the along to get the answer.”
where you can work
In addition to helping students
student to do most of
in that so they can
with somebody, it
the talking, to build with the tasks at hand, tutors at Trukind of increases the transfer it to the next their con�idence, take man focus on versatile academic skills
learning and helps
them back to where and endeavors to make students more
thing coming.”
build con�idence.”
they
understand comfortable in future challenges
In addition to
something and help as well.
Todd Phillips
being able to prodirector of the Student Success
“We want to teach transferable
pull
them
cess the informaCenter
skills,” Phillips said. “We want to help
through.”
tion well, the stuStudent
Suc- them understand the process involved
dent tutor adapts
cess Center tutors, in that so they can transfer it to the
to different students’ study hab- juniors Alycia Preston and Babajide next thing coming.”
its and situations. Each student is Adio, follow differing procedures
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Tutoring for students proves to be
different and the tutors must use when tutoring students.
much more than simple homework Senior tutors Lena Kretzmer and Victor Adimoraegbu work for the
specific communication strate“I emphasize what I have learned help, both for the students and tu- Student Success Center, where students can seek tutoring help.
gies to help them during each tu- from professors or peers when I tutor tors. While students learn new ways
toring session, such as pinpoint- students,” Preston said. “Just reading to tackle problems and challenges, cate and teach in unique methods. tutoring coin, it’s bound to come up
ing goals and integrating the the book isn’t enough. Making dia- the tutors are learning to communi- So whether it’s heads or tails on the with a winning side.
ideas into the big
picture.
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112 West Harrison
Street
Kirksville, MO 63501
660-665-3616
North side of
square

Specials:

Tuesday - Thursday
*10 percent off entire bill for all ATSU and
TSU students (must provide ID)
*All Beer only 2 dollars
including small sake
*.75 saketini

Sundays
*All bowls are only
4 dollars
*California Roll only
4 dollars
* Remember to come in and check out
our daily specials
*Try our new bowls for only 4.95
* Chicken Tempura Bowl, Sesame
Chicken Bowl and Pork Tempura Bowl

THE DOWNTOWN GROCERY
STORE
111 South Franklin Street (660) 627-5655
Hours: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Tuesday to Saturday
Why travel farther?

Downtown- easy walking/biking distance from Truman and KCOM
(just four blocks north of the Student Union Building)
LOCAL FOODS
VEGETABLES, FRUITS, HERBS, DAIRY, MEATS, PRESERVES, SORGHUM,
HONEY, OTHERS
GENERAL GROCERIES, CONVENIENCE ITEMS, SUNDRIES
SNACKS, SODA POP (CANS AND BOTTLES), CONDIMENTS, PERSONAL CARE
AND HEALTH SUPPLIES
INTERNATIONAL/ETHNIC FOODS
ORIENTAL, SOUTHEAST ASIAN, MIDEASTERN, EUROPEAN,
LATIN AMERICAN, INDIAN
BULK GROCERIES -- MANY ORGANIC OR NATURAL
SPICES, HERBS, NUTS, GRAINS, FLOUR, OILS, VINEGAR, PASTA, SUGARS,
COOKING SUPPLIES, MIXES, OTHERS

